Recently, a great interest on the potential of plasmonics to enhance mid-infrared sources, sensors and detectors for applications like chemical sensing, thermal imaging and heat scavenging has emerged[@b1]. Plasmonics took off by the end of the 20^th^ century after the influential paper by Ebbesen *et al.*[@b2] where extraordinary transmission (ET) through small apertures was demonstrated, leading to the so-called "plasmonic resurrection"[@b3]. A full understanding of the physical mechanism underlying plasmonics is provided by the paradigm of complex waves[@b4], i.e. waves with mutually orthogonal amplitude and phase planes. This kind of waves permits to unify the interpretation of plasmonic-like phenomena in different frequency ranges: leaky-plasmons or surface-plasmons at optics[@b1] and classical leaky waves or surface-waves[@b5] (coined recently spoof plasmons[@b6]) at microwaves.

The complex waves paradigm opens immediately the application of the useful microwave toolbox at full, in particular, equivalent circuits. They were initially proposed for low frequency electronics[@b7] and were generalized after the seminal paper by Schelkunoff[@b8] to describe plane wave propagation as a transmission line problem, where discontinuities are lumped reactive elements[@b9], widening ultimately the applicability of equivalent circuits up to the far infrared[@b10]. Plasmonics[@b11] research, hence, benefits today from both solid state physics and circuit concepts. However, it was common practice to explain plasmonic phenomena initially in terms of dimmers, molecules, coupled resonant states, and so on, even though it is satisfactorily explained with classical electromagnetism theory. This tendency is nowadays evolving and, for instance, infrared circuits - dubbed metatronics[@b12][@b13][@b14] - are explained in terms of lumped elements and other plasmonic nanocircuits are designed making use of microwave circuit concepts such as characteristic impedance and transmission line theory[@b15][@b16]. Equivalent circuit analysis applied to plasmonic structures has served to put the limits for genuine plasmonics, giving additionally an electrical circuit description for bulk plasmons, single-surface plasmons, and parallel-plate plasmons[@b17]. Also, equivalent circuits have been employed to satisfactorily describe ET[@b18][@b19]. These analyses served to unify the different manifestations of ET resonance all along the electromagnetic spectrum, from millimetre-waves/terahertz[@b5][@b20] to visible[@b2] where metals admit very different models, either finite conductivity or classical Drude model[@b4] (as is customarily done in plasmonics), and allowed to engineer the ET resonance[@b21].

Here, expanding ideas from microwaves, such that an inductance exists wherever a current loop resides, we demonstrate experimentally a terahertz inductor in frequencies as high as 17 THz by using meander-lines in a canonical ET hole array. Furthermore, rather than simply modelling the response of the metallic mesh from a circuital point of view, as it has been done before[@b10][@b18][@b19], we synthesize and engineer the response of ET hole arrays loaded with inductors of different turns from a metatronics perspective[@b12]. We demonstrate that a strong frequency shift and a wider bandwidth appear even for a 1-turn inductor. This approach also allows us to quantify straightforwardly the inductance of the meander-line. The proposed inductance could be used as a building block for sophisticated devices in the THz and mid-infrared regimes, finding potential application in imaging or sensing among others[@b1].

Results
=======

Three ET hole arrays loaded with 3-, 1- and 0-turn meander-lines were fabricated in order to experimentally validate the prospects of extending microwave theory to infrared frequencies. The samples were etched on a silicon (Si) wafer following the fabrication steps, detailed in Methods, covering an area of 5 × 5 mm^2^. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photograph of [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the fabricated 3-turn meandering line hole array. The lower insets from left to right present the patterns unit cell of the 0-, 1-, and 3-turn meanders, where all prototypes were milled with the same hole and meander\'s width dimensions. The relevant structural dimensions and the different material layers that form the samples are given in the right upper inset. A 5 nm-thick chromium layer was deposited just for gold bonding purposes. The reason for choosing rectangular lattice arrays with a dense periodicity in one of the directions is due to their efficiency in the experimental verification of ET compared to square arrays[@b22].

Experimental measurements were performed in the vacuum chamber of a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with an optical bench and a He-cooled bolometer detector. A linear polarizer is used to excite the structure with vertical polarization. Horizontal polarization is neglected because the main aim of this work is to evaluate the influence of the meander lines on the spectral response. Vertical polarization is the one that allows the meanders to get excited by the induced current running along them. If the polarization is rotated, marginal currents will flow through the meander but this is out of the scope of this paper. Experimental results normalized with respect to the transmission through a bare silicon wafer can be seen in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for all prototypes. The resonance frequency corresponds to that at which the impinging light couples to a symmetric leaky mode thanks to the additional momentum provided by the lattice[@b20][@b21][@b23]. This peak of transmission undergoes a significant redshift (around 21.57% and 39.65% for 1- and 3-turns with respect to 0-turn, respectively) along with a broadening of the operation bandwidth as the number of meander turns increases. Specifically, the fractional bandwidth defined as FBW = (ω~H~ − ω~L~)/ω~C~ (where ω~H~ − ω~L~ is the frequency range within which the spectral density is above half its maximum value and ω~C~ is the center operation frequency) is 3.85%, 40.45% and 96.62% for 0-, 1- and 3-turn meander-lines. This behavior is related to the effective inductance introduced by the meander-lines as it will be discussed next. A maximum infrared radiation efficiency of 47.56% is obtained for the 3-turns design through an area as small as (λ~0~/12.83)[@b2] where λ~0~ corresponds to the wavelength of the resonance frequency. Numerical results corresponding to best fits based on estimated dimensions from SEM pictures of the samples are also shown in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Gold (chromium) was modeled following a Drude model with plasma frequency, ω*~p~* = 1.196 × 10^16^ (6.6942 × 10^15^) rad/s and collision frequency ω*~r~* = 8.0519 × 10^13^ (7.1408 × 10^13^) rad/s[@b24]. The slight disagreement between experiment and numerical calculations can be attributed to the fact that metal properties are altered by nanocarves, since it is well known that nanostructured metals behave differently than in bulk[@b25].

Discussion
==========

The physical mechanism underlying the meandering line hole array operation can be easily understood by means of circuit theory where the circuit elements are extracted from a straight physical interpretation of the hole array electrodynamics. To extract rigorously the inductance of the aperture, the induced-surface current that flows on the metal and the magnetic flux generated by this current are calculated numerically (see Methods). As illustrated in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} for the 0-turn design, each aperture behaves as a pair of virtual current loops (VCLs): the total induced surface-current (*I~T~*) divides in two identical branches, each one carrying *I~B~* = *I~T~*/2 and flowing on the metal around each side of the aperture, which produce a magnetic flux through the aperture plane; the surface current is closed by a displacement current through the aperture (due to symmetry considerations, exactly in the middle of the aperture the magnetic field is null). Thus, the inductive nature of the aperture is modelled as two inductances *L~B~* in parallel, leading to a total aperture inductance of *L~B~*/2. Applying directly classical electrodynamics[@b26], the magnetic flux is defined as[@b7][@b27]: calculated over the surface enclosed by one VCL, i.e. half the aperture area, represented as a green dashed line in [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; *μ*~0~ is the permeability of free space and is the magnetic field. The surface current on the metal for one branch, by Ampère-Maxwell\'s law, is: where *L* is a closed line orthogonal to the current path rounding the metallization (represented as blue in the figure). Thus, the total aperture inductance is: To extract the inductance, the calculations are done at very low frequency where the lumped elements from classical circuit theory are defined. Moreover, at such frequencies, the structural dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength, so propagation effects can be neglected. Thus, an instantaneous magnetic field can be assumed[@b27] and therefore Ampère-Maxwell\'s law is applied with small error.

The total inductance for 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-turns meandering line hole array is shown in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, where the increment of the total inductance with the number of turns is observed. This trend stems from the two main effects brought by the meander\'s turns: from one side, an enhancement of the magnetic field at the meander\'s interstices ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), as expected from Faraday\'s law, and from the other side, a rise of the area enclosed by the VCL. Both effects boost the magnetic flux, and so *L~ap~*, as the induced-surface current keeps constant despite the meander\'s turns increase. Approximately, each turn adds 0.45 pH. This increment is roughly linear since each additional meander turn can be seen as a new inductance in series with the previous one. Displacement currents appear at the meander\'s interstices, although in a first order approximation they can be neglected because, in the frequency range of interest, the inductive behavior dominates over the capacitance associated to them. However, the displacement current grows with frequency, and hence, one must consider the capacitance *C* related to the electrical energy in excess associated with below-cutoff TM modes excited at the discontinuity planes[@b18][@b19]. For TM polarization and under normal incidence the relevant higher order Floquet-mode that takes part in ET resonance is the TM~01~, whose capacitance is: where is the background material characteristic impedance and is the propagation constant of the incoming wave; *ε*~0~ is the permittivity of free space and *ε~r~*^(*i*)^ is the relative permittivity of the medium (*i* = *air* or *Si*); *d~y~* is the length of the unit cell in the direction of the incident electric field and *A~TM~* accounts for the degree of excitation of the TM~01~ mode at the interfaces. The losses owing to the interaction of the electromagnetic fields on the metal surface are modelled as a dispersive complex impedance *Z~c~*(ω) = *R~c~*(ω) + *j*ω*L~c~*(ω) defined as[@b28]: where *η*~0~ = 377 Ω is the intrinsic impedance of vacuum. For the finite area of the unit cell, this surface impedance is multiplied by *d*~y~/*d*~x~. Finally, in order to take into account the thickness of the metal and thus, the reactive energy stored inside the aperture, the resulting meander\'s equivalent circuit ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) is refined by adding a *π*-network of inductances[@b18] *L~p~* − *L~s~* − *L~p~*. Hence, the total inductance *L~ap~* and the complex impedance Z~c~ split in two, one for each face of the metal.

Once the final model is established, the numerically found inductance values are introduced in the circuit and an optimization process is launched subsequently. The inductance obtained with the optimizer agrees well with that obtained with the numerical simulation, see [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The accuracy of the equivalent circuit is validated in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, where the transmission is shown, by comparing it against the numerical simulation. It is evident the good agreement between both results demonstrating the physical meaningful circuit representation. Therefore the frequency shift can be explained in terms of an increment of the total inductance: approximating [equation (4)](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"} as a constant capacitance and assuming zero-thickness for simplicity (so the equivalent circuit is a simple *RLC* tank), the ET resonance happens at the *RLC* tank resonance frequency , where the imaginary admittance component vanishes, with *L* the serial sum of the aperture inductance *L~ap~* and the internal surface impedance *L~c~*. With the same approximation, the fractional bandwidth can be easily calculated: where the bandwidth increment with is easily inferred.

It is worth remarking that total transmission is not obtained due to the impedance mismatch between air and silicon interfaces[@b7]. As a final remark, notice that despite the fundamental aperture mode depends on the number of meander turns, we checked numerically using the mode calculator of CST Microwave Studio that it remains at cutoff for all designs, and thus within the realm of ET. Hence, the transmission showed by the subwavelength apertures is surely ascribed to ET phenomena.

In conclusion, we demonstrate experimentally the synthesis of a meander-line inductor working at 17 THz borrowing ideas from microwave theory. The inductance increment with the number of meander-turns is due to an increment of the magnetic field at the meander\'s interstices. This increment is proved numerically following classical electrodynamics and validated by means of an equivalent circuit analysis, demonstrating the physical meaningful circuit representation at the mid-infrared frequency band. Therefore, this technique may suggest new ways of understanding circuits at infrared, although all electromagnetic considerations should be carefully taken in each design. These results can bring exciting prospects in new infrared devices based on classic designs at lower frequencies opening new application possibilities and merging the gap between microwave and infrared frequencies. Specifically, here we obtain experimentally an unprecedented mid-infrared redshift of 39.65% and a fractional bandwidth of 96.62% for the ET peak with a 3-meander-turns design. Furthermore, an infrared radiation efficiency of 47.56% is obtained together with strong magnetic field localization that can be very useful to improve infrared devices for sensing or imaging application.

Methods
=======

Numerical simulation
--------------------

Full-wave Floquet-modes simulations were performed with the commercial software CST Microwave Studio™. Unit Cell (Floquet) boundaries conditions were set and ten Floquet-modes were considered. The system solver accuracy chosen, in terms of the relative residual norm, was 1e^−12^. An adaptive tetrahedral mesh was used with convergence criteria of 0.01 over the zero-order transmission coefficient parameter. The meander turns were meshed further than the rest of the unit cell with a mesh step of λ~max~/100 in order to obtain accurate results where λ~max~ corresponds to the wavelength of the maximum simulated frequency (18 THz).

Equivalent circuit analysis
---------------------------

The equivalent circuit results were obtained with the software Agilent Advanced Design System™. The extraction of the equivalent circuit parameters was done with an optimization process from a few frequency points of the numerical simulations: three points from around the peak frequency and two points from low frequency. The optimizer parameters were set to use a Least-Square error-function and a random search method, where the inductance *L*~ap~ obtained with the numerical analysis was used as the seed for the optimization. *L~s~*, *L~p~* and *A~TM~* are also optimized where the initial values are derived from our previous experience in equivalent circuits. [Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"} shows the initial/final values of the optimized elements.

Sample fabrication
------------------

The fabrication process was based on an optimised electron beam lithography step combined with a lift-off process. The first step consisted in the deposition of three consecutive PMMA950K positive resist layers to achieve a 270 nm resist height coating a silicon wafer. This resist was then exposed by means of a Raith150 e-beam system at 10 KeV with an aperture of 30 μm. After optimization, the resist doses were 85 μQ/cm^2^ for areas and 735 pQ/cm for open paths forming the meanders structures. Then, the exposed pattern was transferred into the resist. The next step consisted in the evaporation of 100 nm of gold prior to lift-off process carried out with N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP) as solvent at a pressure of 100 bars. After the lift-off process the gold meander patterns were obtained on the silicon substrates. Meander patterns with different unit cells were obtained as can be seen in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

Measurement procedure
---------------------

The measurement equipment used in the experiment was a Bruker Optics Vertex 80 v FTIR spectrometer. This spectrometer covers a wide bandwidth from the far infrared up to the ultraviolet. It is based on Fourier Transform of the infrared time signal. The interferogram is obtained by directing the infrared light emitted from the source (Globar in this case) to an interferometer that modulates the light. Afterwards, the signal passes through the sample under test placed in an additional optical bench attached to the instrument, eventually focusing the transmitted beam on the He-cooled bolometer detector. These measurements have been done in vacuum in order to avoid spurious absorption peaks due to air (water vapour, carbon dioxide among other gases). A resolution of 4 cm^−1^ was considered, with 16 scans per measurements to get the averaged spectrum and a scanning velocity of the interferometer moving mirror set to 2.5 kHz.
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![SEM photographs of the prototypes and numerical vs. experimental results.\
(a), SEM photograph of the fabricated 3-turns meandered hole array. Lower insets from left to right show detailed photographs of the pattern unit cell of the 0-, 1-, and 3-turn meanders. Right upper inset depicts the structural dimensions and the different material layers that form the samples. (b), Numerical (CST) vs. experimental (FTIR) results of the field transmission for the 0-, 1-, and 3-turn designs.](srep03592-f1){#f1}

![Inductance extraction by means of the magnetic field and induced surface currents.\
(a), Normal component of the magnetic field (in color) and induced surface currents (arrows) when the structure is excited with a normal incident plane wave with the electric field oriented vertically. The interpretation of the inductances is shown explicitly. *L~B~* models the inductance of each current branch around the aperture and *C* the admittance of the below-cutoff TM modes excited at the discontinuity plane. *S* (dashed green) depicts the surface taken for the integration of the magnetic flux of each VCL and *L* (solid blue) the closed line to compute the total induced surface current. (b), Inductance values obtained numerically (squares) and after optimization with the equivalent circuit model (crosses). (c), Normal component of the magnetic field (H~n~-Field) for the 3-turns design where the magnetic field concentration in the meander\'s interstices is shown. For the meander-turns, several lines are evaluated to compute the total induced current. For the 3-turns design the lines are depicted as *L~1~* to *L~5~*. (a, c) share the same color bar.](srep03592-f2){#f2}

![Squematic and results of the equivalent circuit model.\
(a), Physical meaningful equivalent circuit model. *Z*^(*air*)^ and *Z*^(*Si*)^ are the background material characteristic impedance. *L~ap~* models the aperture inductance, *Z~c~(ω)* the losses in the metal and *C*^(*air*)^(*ω*) and *C*^(*Si*)^(*ω*) the admittance of the below-cutoff TM~01~ mode excited at the air-metal and metal-silicon interface, respectively. The π-network of inductances *L~p~* − *L~s~* − *L~p~* accounts for the thickness of the structure. (b), Field transmission results computed numerically (CST - solid lines) and via the equivalent circuit (EC - dotted lines).](srep03592-f3){#f3}

###### Initial/final values of the optimized elements

  N    L~ap~ (pH)    L~p~ (pH)   L~s~ (pH)   A~TM~^(air)^   A~TM~^(Si)^
  --- ------------- ----------- ----------- -------------- -------------
  0    0.360/0.330   0.5/0.160   0.1/0.097      1/1.36        1/0.65
  1    0.823/0.886   0.5/0.395   0.1/0.084      1/1.91        1/1.23
  2    1.276/1.241   0.5/1.035   0.1/0.096      1/2.18        1/1.41
  3    1.761/1.710   0.5/1.392   0.1/0.106      1/2.40        1/1.43
